We make them, By hand. With incredible skill.

And one at a time.

			

Where time stands still &
memories last forever.

The best friend of earth and of man is the tree.
When we use the tree respectfully and economically,
we have one of the greatest resources on the Earth.
								—Frank Lloyd Wright

Mother Nature is our resource!

The beauty of mother nature is her ability
to make complex things appear simple.
—Louis E Samuels, M.D.

(She’s a little on the wild side.)

Design & Architecture

What does your dream look
like? If you dream it, we
can build it.
Whether you’re ready to build a log home, timber
frame mansion, or fusion post and beam lodge,
our designers are prepared to match your unique
vision to the infinite possibilities available in
today’s log homes. Armed with generations of
expertise and artistry, our skilled designers and
builders are able to take your concept from a
dream to the most beautiful and sophisticated
home that exceeds your highest expectations.
With six skilled designers and over 80 years of
experience in designing the finest log homes on
Earth, Pioneer Log Homes of British Columbia
is prepared to fulfill your dreams. We will take
your breath away with the possibilities in modern
Logitecture.
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“Amazing Log Homes”

Every day in a log home is like being on vacation.

We also recognize that each home site possesses its own beauty and challenges. We skillfully incorporate natural surroundings into
our design process. Careful consideration is taken as we work with our designers to determine the ideal location for each structure,
each window, each walkway approach, each light fixture... well, you get the picture. In the end, all of this exacting attention to detail
means that your Pioneer log home will look and feel as if it has always belonged exactly where it stands.

WOOD SELECTION
Wood selection is the first step in quality craftsmanship
at Pioneer Log Homes of British Columbia. Nature
creates the beauty, and our Log Smiths and Timber
Wrights handpick each of our house logs and timbers
to ensure that you receive the very best in beauty and
durability. They then precisely arrange the different
shapes and sizes of wood to ensure that your log
home will continue to provide many lifetimes of
enjoyment.
Our Trees Grow Naturally with Solar Power.

“Amazing Log Homes”
“Amazing Log Homes”

NO Chemicals, NO Fertilizer and NO Irrigation.
Did you know it takes 5 times more energy to produce
a ton of concrete and 24 times as much energy to
produce a ton of steel compared to a ton of wood.
Concrete produces 2 times as much solid waste by
product. Wood produces 23% lower green house
gases than manufactured steel and 50% less than that
of concrete.
It takes approximately 8 times less fossil fuels to
produce a finished wood product compared to other
building materials.
Visit our website www.pioneerloghomesofbc.com

Pioneer is committed to responsible logging practices.

“Amazing Log Homes”

One of a kind elegance.

Nothing outshines the splendor or the longevity of Western Red Cedar.

Inventory
Western Red Cedar has always been considered the premier
wood for log home construction. The straight grain and
natural stability of cedar limits settling, twisting, and checking.
It contains natural oils that act as preservatives to resist insect
attacks and decay. In fact, cedar is the preferred material for all
outdoor applications. The same structure that gives cedar its
excellent insulating and sound suppressing qualities make it a
lightweight wood, free of pitch and resin. It finishes to a richly
glowing surface that can be enhanced with transparent or fullbodied stains. Most importantly, Western Red Cedar emanates
a warm, rich, inviting tone that truly defines a log home’s visual
harmony with the landscape.

Largest dry Western Red Cedar house log inventory on earth.

Construction Technique
Log ends can be carved for additional effect. Choose from
our rugged Alaskan finish, the smooth-faced Yukon finish,
or gentle timber arches. The results are both graceful and
rustic. Our distinctive log construction is renowned for its
fusion of aesthetic and function.
Fusion homes are a beautiful mixture of traditional log
and post & beam construction allowing somewhat more
flexibility in design, door, and window placement, as well as
interior and exterior wall finishes. They allow for beautiful
posts placed in strategic bearing and aesthetic locations that
enhance every room, as well as the exterior appearance.
Fusion is the natural evolution of traditional log construction
and traditional timber framing. The mixture is fusion, and
the results are perfection.

Construction Technique
Armed with generations of knowledge, the builders of
Pioneer Log Homes of British Columbia produce log
homes of unique beauty. Our expertise is apparent in
every Pioneer home. With roots in Old World Europe, our
approach to log-crafting carries an unmistakable flavor
of traditional Swiss timber framing mixed with modern
world-wide construction methods.
Pioneer uses premium aged and air dried timber to
manufacture your log home to your specifications. Each
wood piece is precisely dimensioned, cut, and fitted for
the best in performance and character. Our unique roof
systems, breathtaking feature posts, and genuine mortise
and tenon connections feature joinery that is a true work
of art. Logs and corners are cut to shrink-fit, becoming
more tightly bonded as the house naturally settles.

Designed to delight the senses.

“Amazing Log Homes”

True art is the product of skill and experience.
To Bryan Reid, thank you so much for our beautiful log home. We feel both your product and the craftsmanship are
absolutely outstanding. It was a real pleasure watching the Pioneer crew assemble the logs. It all went so smoothly...
they really knew their job. We would highly recommend Pioneer Log Homes to anyone.
—Gene & Joanne, Port Townsend, Washington

Delivering dreams in all 50 States, 10 Provinces
and to 3 other continents.

Did you know?
The massive structure of a log or timber
roof system puts more load on exterior
walls, lending much more flexibility
in floor plan design and allowing for
much more open floor space than in
conventional construction. Your great
room can truly be like the great lodges
of the west!
“Amazing Log Homes”

From 100 to 100,00 sq. ft. our
attention to detail is the same.

￼￼￼

Unmatched natural Beauty

Dear André and Bryan, we wish to thank you for making our dream home become reality. We never could
have imagined a home so beautiful. Please let all your folks know how much we appreciate what has come
before us—we are truly grateful. Warmest wishes.
— John and Libby, Carbondale, Colorado

WINDOW & DOORS
Our handcrafted doors and windows provide the
perfect balance of eye-catching beauty and innovative
installation. Openings in our homes are carefully placed
to capture natural light and the best possible views of
your surroundings, without sacrificing protection from
the elements.
We offer doors and windows that truly are the customized
answer to spectacular log homes. Imagine glass-panel
doors, custom carvings, etched and stained glass, copper
clad exterior window trim, and the grandest of entries. It
is all possible. There is no catalogue. You see, we build
each piece to fit your home and your individual dream.

“Amazing Log Homes”

Customize the vision of your perfect view.

Interior Customization
There is no need to sacrifice comfort
and style. Anything is possible in
today’s luxurious log homes.
Inside a Pioneer Log Home, you’ll discover a feeling found nowhere
else on Earth: the warmth of handcrafted logs, complimented by
countless custom details. Natural elements are integrated to catch
the eye and create an inviting atmosphere. Whatever your wishes—
niches, plaster archways, benches, custom cabinets, mantles,
beautifully integrated natural shapes, custom carved doors—we
build to suit your needs. Our unique hand-carved log accents add
further personal detail. Eagles, bears, horses, elk, moose: there
is no limit to what you can have carved into your new log home.

“Amazing Log Homes”

The Art of Fusion
is Defined.

André and Bryan, the whole family, (12 of us) will celebrate Christmas at our cabin. We love and
appreciate it so much. Pioneer Log Homes of BC is the Best!
— Carl and Sylva, Surprise, Arizona

Interior Customization
The ultimate compliment to the fine Logitecture of your
Pioneer home is the elegance of MasterCraft Cabinets.
Each elegant cabinet is built to fit the space in which it will
reside. We recommend the MasterCraft touch for seamlessly
integrated interiors. Every detail and innovation is available,
from plate racks and traditional dry good drawers, to custom
hardware and granite counter tops. Recycled wood, finest
hardware and the latest innovations to meet your storage
needs: what more could you desire? Don’t hesitate to ask.
We’ll be happy to make it a reality for your new home.
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Dear André and Bryan, I was wondering if you would do me a huge favor. Would you please tell anyone and everyone that had anything to do
with the building of my home THANKS!!!!!!!! It is the most beautiful thing that I have ever seen. It is better than my greatest expectations. I
was able to be there the first day that they stacked the logs, but the second day I had to go to work. When I got home that afternoon they were
just about finished. I was so happy and pleased that I started to cry. Love each and every one of you... thanks again.
— Clyde and Linda, Indian Ridge, Ut

Tradition of Excellence
Every prospective log home owner begins with a dream in
mind. Pioneer Log Homes of British Columbia is prepared
to turn your wildest dreams into a magnificent reality.
We are dedicated to the highest standards in both construction
and design, and have a true passion for building custom log
homes. Our commitment to your home will continue to
show long after you have settled in to enjoy the life you’ve
dreamed of.
Building a log home is an exciting and rewarding experience.
We ought to know; we’ve been doing it since 1973. We will be
happy to assist you in any way to make your hand crafted log
home project proceed according to plan, from initial design
to timely completion. Whether you have just started looking
at log homes or are in the process of finalizing your plans,
our designers and builders will personally guide you toward
the custom home of your dreams.

A house is built of logs and beams... but your home is built of realized dreams.

The Pioneer Family will be at your side every step of the way.

Western Red Cedar
Western Red Cedar contains natural oils that act as
preservatives to help the wood resist insect attack and decay. It
is a dimensionally stable wood that lies flat and stays straight.
Cedar is the preferred material for all outdoor applications
that seek visual harmony with the landscape combined with
stability and durability. Wood selection is the first step in
quality craftsmanship and Pioneer Log Homes of British
Columbia handpicks its cedar to ensure that you receive the
very best this wonderful wood has to offer.
Logs are hand picked for every Pioneer Log Home, your
imagination and dreams will be matched or exceeded by
the craftsmanship and caring that Pioneer will put forth in
your dream home. Sensitive logging is not just a practice,
it is a must. Every bit of the fibre that we harvest is either
used in our homes, manufactured into dimension lumber
or recycled through the cogeneration plant to produce
hydrocarbon-free electricity.

Largest Log Homes in the World.

We make them by hand. With incredible Skill.
And one at a time.

Exceed Expectations
Normal is not acceptable at Pioneer as we lead the industry—
not follow. Mother nature created the beauty and we are
privileged to showcase the art and natural aspects with our
building techniques—thus creating works of art with mother
nature. Technically, aesthetically, and structurally your home
will be the Best on Earth. Period.

Let Pioneer Log Homes Build the Home of Your Dreams!

“Amazing Log Homes”

Customized to fit
your lifestyle.
“Amazing Log Homes”

Hello Andre & Bryan, It’s hard to believe that we’ve been in our cabin for almost three years! We love our cabin and love the feel of
it when we go there. We’ve taken many family and friends and they all rave about the beauty of the logs and craftsmanship as well as
the entire quality of the cabin. Thank-you again for helping us achieve our perfect get-a-way.
— Sincerely, Greg and Shelly, Kashwitna, Alaska

ABOUT PIONEER LOG HOMES OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Throughout Pioneer’s growth it has never strayed from the original values and
beliefs that Bryan Reid Sr. and family founded this company on. We were founded
on the belief that expecting the best will bring the best to you. Maintain the family
business culture and your family will grow. Our family of designers, log smiths,
timber wrights, carpenters, builders, and office support staff are more than just
employees: they’re family. Our family continues to exceed our expectations with
every project and they will do the same with yours. We have been fortunate to spend
the last 4 decades designing and building “The Finest Log Homes on Earth” for
The Finest People on Earth! We Ship Worldwide.
We at Pioneer live these beliefs, daily. Whether your dream is constructing a small
summer cabin or a 100,000 square foot lodge (It can be done. We’ve done it.)
our service and attention to detail will reflect the high standards of Pioneer Log
Homes of British Columbia. You can be comfortable bringing your simplest or
most elaborate plans to our designers. They are committed to pushing the limits
and seeing the possibilities in logitecture, never the limitations. Our craftsmen and
builders have the experience necessary to construct and design for any location.
Check our website for the Pioneer Log Homes distributor in your area:
www.pioneerloghomesofbc.com or email us at: info@pioneerloghomesofbc.com
W L H O B C,
C 1-877-822-5647

www.pioneerloghomesofbc.com

As featured on:
OLN, Discovery HD, HGTV &

